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PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY     
ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIPS 
 

SUBJECT EXTERNAL EXAMINER’S REPORT FORM 
 ACADEMIC YEAR 2014/15 
 
N.B. This version has been revised (23/10/2015) by the Programme 
Lead to avoid direct identification of students. 

 
 

Please note that this is the full report template which should be completed 
annually.  Where more than one Subject Assessment Panel is held per year 
eg for Postgraduate or CPD programmes you will be asked to complete an 
abbreviated version of this template (the ‘Panel’ or ‘dissertation’ report) 
following attendance at subsequent meetings of the Panel. 
 

(If you also hold an appointment as an Award External Examiner you should 
complete the separate Award External Examiner’s report form as well.) 
 

Report forms are available at www.plymouth.ac.uk/external-examiners 
 

 
Please complete and submit your report electronically.  Please send your completed 
report within six weeks of the meeting of the Subject Assessment Panel to:   
 
extexap@plymouth.ac.uk  
 
Please complete all sections of the report including the summary questions in C. 
 
(Response text boxes are formatted blue.  Please do not amend the formatting.) 
 
Please do not identify any individual students or members of staff in your report to 
maintain appropriate confidentiality. 
 
Section D (Response to the External Examiner’s Report) will be completed by the 
relevant School/Partner by 28 September for undergraduate reports (or within 4 weeks of 
receipt, if the report is not received by this deadline) or within 4 weeks of receipt for 
postgraduate reports.   
 
The complete report (including the response) will be posted on the University website 
within 2 weeks of the receipt of the response. 

 

http://www.plymouth.ac.uk/external-examiners
mailto:xxx@plymouth.ac.uk
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Section A 
 
PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY 
 
Subject External Examiner’s report form academic year 2014/15 
 
 

Part 1 
External Examiner’s details 

Name of External Examiner 
Please include title, eg Professor, Dr etc 

 
Mrs Nicola Millington 
 

Subject External Examiner for: 
(please identify relevant Subject Assessment Panel(s))   

 
 
Early Childhood Studies FdA 
 
 

If you are an External Examiner for a programme/s delivered in one or more of the 
University’s partner institutions, please specify the institution to which this report relates: 

 
City of Bristol College 
 
 

 
Date of report:           

 
2nd July 2015 
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Part 2 
Responses to comments and recommendations 
 

2.1 Have you received an appropriate formal written response to issues raised in previous 
reports (continuing examiners only)?  Please elaborate on your response, if appropriate, to 
provide feedback to the subject/programme team on progress made in response to issues 
identified in your previous report. 

 
This is the first year of appointment. Previous EE reports have been forwarded to me and 
the course leader has been extremely helpful in providing me with any information I 
require. 
 

 
 

Part 3 
Briefing and induction  
www.plymouth.ac.uk/external-examiners  

 
If you are a new External Examiner: 
 

3.1 Was the information provided for new External Examiners on the External Examiners’ 
website useful?  
Did you identify any gaps in the information provided?  (Please specify) 
 

 
Website very useful. 
 

3.2 Did you attend the University’s annual conference for new external examiners?  If yes,   
please provide any feedback on the usefulness of this event and/or any areas for 
improvement. 
 

 
Yes, annual conference attended. The event was extremely useful and provided 
opportunities to share good practice with other EE’s across a wide range of subject areas. 
 

3.3 If you were assigned a mentor, please comment on the effectiveness of this 
arrangement from your perspective. 
 

 
n/a 
 

 

http://www.plymouth.ac.uk/external-examiners
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All External Examiners: 
 

3.4  Programme/subject level briefing material 
Did you receive: 

YES NO 

i. The relevant programme handbook/s? Yes  

ii. The relevant programme specifications? Yes  

iii. The relevant regulations? Yes  

iv. Module descriptors (DMRs)? Yes  

v. Assessment briefs/marking criteria? Yes   

 
The course leader has been very helpful as is the Plymouth University website. 
 

External Examiners’ website:  www.plymouth.ac.uk/external-
examiners  
 
 

YES NO 

3.5  Does the website meet your needs? 
 

Yes  

 
 
 

3.6 If you have acted as a mentor to a new External Examiner at Plymouth, please comment 
on the effectiveness of the arrangement from your perspective. 

 
n/a 
 

 

http://www.plymouth.ac.uk/external-examiners
http://www.plymouth.ac.uk/external-examiners
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Section  B  Assessment 
Please answer yes, no or N/A to the following questions with an X in the appropriate box and use 
the space below each question to qualify your answer, if appropriate.   

 

Part 1  Assessment processes: Sampling arrangements and evidence provided 
 

1.1  Draft examination papers YES NO N/A 

i. Did you receive all the draft papers?   n/a 

ii. If not, was this at your request?   n/a 

iii. Were the nature and level of the questions appropriate?   n/a 

iv. If not, were suitable arrangements made to consider your 
comments? 

  n/a 

 

1.2  Marking examination scripts 
 

YES NO N/A 

i. Did you receive a sufficient number and range of scripts to 
enable you to make a sound judgement on standards 
achieved? 

  n/a 

ii. If you did not receive all the scripts, was the method of 
selection satisfactory? 

  n/a 

iii. Was the general standard and consistency of marking 
appropriate? 

  n/a 

iv. Were the scripts marked in such a way as to enable you to see 
the reasons for the award of given marks? 

  n/a 

 

1.3  Coursework/continuously assessed work 
 

YES NO N/A 

i. Was sufficient coursework made available to you to enable you 
to make a sound judgement on standards achieved? 

Yes   

ii. Was the method and general standard of marking and 
consistency satisfactory? 

 No  

iii. Were the scripts marked in such a way as to enable you to see 
the reasons for the award of given marks? 

 No  

Work has been submitted to me on 08.06.15 by the course leader. 
 
ECS104 sampled 
(Student A - essay) 
The mark given was a fair representation of the work. The feedback was thorough and helpful and 
where a student’s strengths were recognised within the script a reason was cited, “Good synopsis 
of EYFS”. This is a similar mark to the script in ECS203 (597663); however the standard is vastly 
different – perhaps these two scripts could be used as a standardisation exercise within the team. 
 
Can I ask that all annotations on any scripts be done in pen please as this ensures that changes 
cannot be made to the first markers comments. 
 
(Student B – essay) 
This too was fairly marked and once again annotations within the script where reasoned. “Good 
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variation of ideas represented”, once again pencil used. See above comment. Some good 
discussion throughout and a synthesis of ideas were evident throughout. 
 
(Student A – activity plan and review) 
A fair representation of the work contained; some nice reflection and links between theory and 
practice within this piece of work. 
 
(Student C – activity plan and review) 
This was a weak piece of work – the mark given was therefore fair. Second marking was “very” 
thorough and I do wonder whether the student has far too much information to assimilate in order 
to improve – clear SMART guidance should be given. 
 
ECS105 sampled 
GENERAL COMMENT 
Please annotate in pen in order to ensure that this cannot be changed. 
 
(Student D - portfolio) 
This was a weak piece of work – the mark given was therefore fair.  
 
(Student E - portfolio) 
Some lovely discussion within this portfolio demonstrating and good understanding of promotion of 
health – with particular focus on healthy eating. The mark given was fair. The first markers 
comments were constructive and balanced, highlighting both strengths and weaknesses – reasons 
given. 
 
ECS202 sampled. 
GENERAL COMMENT 
It occurs to me on sampling this unit that the marking for the “lower ability” students is very harsh – 
and although suggestions regarding paraphrasing are helpful at the beginning of Year Two, where 
paraphrasing has not occurred and a direct quote has been used, punitive judgements should not 
be made as direct quotation is still a valid form of Harvard referencing (although perhaps not the 
most sophisticated). This is a note for tutorials and recognition should be made that those less 
academic students tend to rely on direct quotes rather than paraphrasing authors work – however 
should not be unduly penalised because of it. 
 
Markers also need to ensure consistency with their annotation as suggestions on referencing 
appear not to align themselves with Plymouths Harvard referencing requirements. Also 
inconsistencies in the students Harvard referencing are not consistently annotated. 
 
(Student F) 
There are times throughout the annotation whereby it is not clear exactly what the marker means – 
particularly where a student has used “too” – for instance “this too is something I have 
observed…..” this makes perfect sense and therefore the annotation is unnecessary. This occurs 
consistently throughout the marking of scripts where evidence of underlining, circling and question 
marks appear without any annotation – unless the marker makes it clear exactly what they are 
highlighting this is a pointless exercise. 
 
I generally concur that the structure and language of script is on occasion such that is detracts 
from the overall read of the piece of work, however I would argue that generally this work 
represents a student who has a generally fair understanding of the development of communication  
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and her reading demonstrates this. This student also demonstrated that she could link theory to 
practice by providing examples of “pre-operational stage” of development in her own setting. 
 
Interestingly the feedback written by both the first marker and second marker is not representative 
of the low grade that this work was given. At 44% the mark demonstrates work that barely passed; 
I would argue that this is very harsh and that this student demonstrates understanding and written 
work that is worthy of a mark at the very low end of the 50’s. This student has shown more than a 
“basic ability to analyse concepts” she has also demonstrated more than “evidence of some 
reading and coverage of major issues” ….. in fact this student has shown some good discussion 
points throughout that demonstrated a fair understanding of the development of language and 
communication, moreover this student has also shown wide reading – referencing from 10 texts! 
 
(Student G) 
There is also evidence from a second script marked at 57% that demonstrates very harsh 
marking; this student has demonstrated a sound understanding of the theories of communication 
development and mostly communicates this is in a fluent and well-argued way. I feel that the 
markers comments once again are non-representative of the mark that has been given, the feeling 
I have for this particular piece of work is that it merits a low 60’s. Once again this student has read 
widely – evidencing from 13 texts! My understanding at foundation degree level that a general 
university standard is 6 texts as a minimum at L4 and 8 texts as a minimum at L5. 
 
(Student H) 
It is clear also on observing this script, marked at 75% that the same level of detail is NOT given to 
the “sloppy” English and structure.  Although I would concur that this script is fluent and well 
argued it, too, has moments where the clarity of English is poor, and yet in this script the markers 
annotations have not highlighted this? “pulling or reach towards and object can get another person 
to retrieve that object for them”. 
 
ECS203 sampled – there are issues with this “essay title” as it is not a title more a list of 
instructions  – it is not clear at all what is expected of the students. 
(Student J)  
I felt that this particular script was once again harshly marked and would have given the student a 
low 40’s; I concur with many of the general comments however would posit that the marking was 
unnecessary in its negativity – the first marker was very keen to elaborate on weaknesses and yet 
did not elaborate when there was a positive comment made by the student. Feedback was also 
not consistent with regards to Harvard referencing. 
 
I would suggest that there needs to equitable time and effort spent on feedback for both 
weaknesses and strengths within assignments - “good” is not sufficient. 
 
Compensatory marking needs to be explored and checked in order to ensure what 
constitutes a fail mark. 
 
(Student H) 
Interestingly although this script did use the most up to date version of the SEN Code of Practice 
(2014), the student did NOT use the most up to date version of the EYFS within her assignment –
this had been highlighted on previous scripts as a significant weakness and yet on this one no 
mention was made of this being a problem. In fact the comment was made stating “the most 
recent legislation is included” is clearly untrue. 
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1.4  Dissertations/project reports YES NO N/A 

i. Was the choice of subjects for dissertations appropriate?   n/a 

ii. Was the method and standard of assessment appropriate?   n/a 

 

1.5  Performance or studio-based work 
 

YES NO N/A 

Where performance or studio-based work formed part of the 
assessment for the modules you examined, were suitable 
arrangements made for you to view such work? 

 

  n/a 
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Part 2  Maintaining Academic Standards 
 
Please answer yes or no to the following questions with an X in the appropriate box and use the 
space below each question to qualify your answer, if appropriate. 
Please identify examples of exceptional practice or any areas for consideration. 
 

Many of the questions in Part 2 relate directly to the expectations of  the University’s Assessment 
Policy1. We would value your feedback on progress at programme/subject level in implementing  
this policy.   

 
 

YES NO 

2.1  Were assessments conducted in accordance with the  
module specification? 

Yes  

 

2.2 Overall, do assessments give students a clear opportunity to 
demonstrate general and specific subject skills, knowledge and 
understanding, linked to learning outcomes and future employment? 

 No 

 

2.3  Overall, were assessments reliable, inclusive and authentic and 
designed to minimise the use of modified assessment, and over-
assessment of learning outcomes? 
 

 No 

 
See 2.6  
 

 YES 
 

NO 

2.4  Where alternative assessments were agreed for disabled students, 
were you satisfied that, overall, learning outcomes were addressed in 
the alternative assessment/s set? 

  

n/a 

2.5 Overall, were assessments valid and aligned to clear and realistic 
learning outcomes? 
 

 No 

 
It is not always clear what is expected of the students with some assessments. I think careful 
consideration needs to be made to the titles of the assessments and you need to ensure that it is 
perfectly clear exactly what you are expecting of the students.  
 
ECS 203 is particularly bad as the essay title is basically a list of instructions rather than a title. 
Revisit the Programme Quality Handbook and the short module descriptors.  
 
Ask yourselves whether you understand what is required to complete the assignment! 
 
Ask yourselves whether the assignments ensure that the module descriptors are met. 
 

                                            
1 Assessment Policy  
 

https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/your-university/teaching-and-learning/guidance-and-resources/plymouth-university-assessment-policy-2014-2020
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“‘All children have the potential to be successful and achieve in their learning, whatever background 
they come from, whatever their ethnicity, income group, gender or ability’ (Knowles and Mukherji 
2014).  
 
Discuss this quote in the context of the assessment criteria: appraise the wider social and 
environmental implications of equal opportunities and antidiscrimination; clarify the range of 
children’s needs and major theories related to inclusive practice. 
 
SHORT MODULE DESCRIPTOR: (max 425 characters)  
This module will address all aspects of equal opportunities and anti-discrimination. This will include 
looking at current legislation and regulations and how the principles are achieved in practice. Ways 
of challenging discriminatory practice will also be discussed. In addition, you will identify ways in 
which you can meet the diverse needs of all children.  
 

2.6   Overall, was the amount of assessed work manageable for 
students and staff?   
 

 NO 

 
It is clear that the staff at COBC undertake a thorough job of assessing the students; however the 
evidence provided by COBC illustrates a significant difference in the expectations of COBC and 
Plymouth University. There needs to be parity. 
 
There is no doubt that the students are over-assessed (the students concurred with this [first year 
15 assessments; second year 12 assessments]). During discussions in the interim meeting these 
points were raised with the programme lead, head of faculty and the link tutor with Plymouth; it was 
agreed amongst us that COBC are unfairly disadvantaging their students through this over- 
assessment and in order to adjust this imbalance COBC should work towards Plymouth University’s 
requirements for their undergraduates on the ECS programme, listed below: 
Year 1 (L4) 20 CREDIT UNIT – 3000 words 
Year 2 (L5) 20 CREDIT UNIT – 4000 words 
Year 3 (L6) 20 CREDIT UNIT -  5000 words 
 
There is no need to “re-write” modules; more that the word count should be reduced and the 
expectation of content perhaps reduced.  
 
For instance the Developing Communication module had a 4000 word essay and a presentation 
(the length of the presentation was not recorded on any of the assessment paperwork!). At L5 a 
total of 4000 words should be allocated to the assessment of this 20 credit unit – therefore the 
essay should be no longer than 3000 words long and the presentation should be only 10 minutes. 
The essay is clearly achievable in this word count! 
 

2.7  Do the forms of assessment include both formative and summative 
assessment?   

Yes  

 

2.8   Overall, was the information provided to students and External 
Examiners about assessment clear, transparent  and accessible?   

 

Yes  

 
 

 YES NO 
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2.9 Overall, were assessments marked fairly, using the published 
marking and grading criteria and appropriate second marking and 
moderation? 
 

 No 

 
See details in 1.3. 
 

 I feel that the marking was unduly harsh in some units particularly with those students 
achieving lower grades. I also felt that the comments made on the lower graded assignments 
were not fairly attributed to the higher graded assignments even when the same 
“misdemeanour” occurred.  

 

 Marking needs to be consistent across units – standardisation of expectations needs to be 
undertaken. 

 

 Marks need to be fairly given (these students are still learning the “craft” of academic writing; 
they are undergraduates – not Masters level.) 

 

 Second markers should be able to challenge marking that they feel has been unfairly judged 
– there is no evidence of ANY challenge to the first markers thoughts – in fact the second 
marker just seems to reiterate the thoughts and comments of the first marker. A more robust 
system needs to be in place whereby internal standardisation and moderation activities are 
undertaken in order to ensure that all tutors have the same expectations of students. 

 

 I would suggest that there needs to equitable time and effort spent on feedback for both 
weaknesses and strengths within assignments -  “good” is not sufficient. Unless the marker 
makes it clear exactly what is good this is a pointless exercise. 
 

 Can I ask that all annotations on any scripts be undertaken in pen please as this ensures that 
changes cannot be made to the first markers comments. 
 

 
 

2.10  Were assignments marked anonymously, where practical and 
appropriate? 

Yes  

I assume that the scripts where possible, were marked anonymously, however recognise the 
difficulty of this with small cohorts. 

 

2.11   Based on the views of the students you have met and/or module 
evaluations provided, was feedback to students on assessment 
constructive and timely?  

YES  

Students were extremely complimentary about the feedback that they receive – both written and 
one to one discussions were available to the students in order that they can reflect and produce a 
list of points that they can work on in order to improve their work for the future. On discussion with 
the link tutor from Plymouth it is clear that this is a unique quality of the COBC and this excellent 
practice should be commended. 
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It is clear on examining the scripts that the feedback is of a high standard; where a second marker 
has feedback this also is of a high standard - but often repeats what the first marker has said – I 
would expect a broader view to be taken in future. 
 
 

 

2.12  More generally, please identify any areas of exceptional practice and innovation 
relating to learning, teaching and assessment (including the currency and coherence of the 
curriculum) which you would wish to commend to the wider University. 

 Feedback is a highlight of this course and should be commended. 
 

2.13  What changes and improvements would you want to suggest, if appropriate, to 
strengthen assessment arrangements, improve the currency and coherence of the 
curriculum, or to enhance the quality of the learning opportunities provided to students? 

 

 It is good practice to have a range of tutors working within a FdA programme in order to 
enhance the students experience; this ensures that there is an equitable spread of marking 
tutors and varied expectations from the delivered units. 65% of all elements of this 
programme are taught by one tutor? Furthermore this tutor also has 95% second marking 
responsibility. It is good practice that each module within a semester be taught by a 
different tutor in order to ensure a spread of knowledge and experience; where there 
is a skills shortage it is recognised that this may not always be possible – however 
you are aiming for “best practice”. There should be a fair and equitable spread of 
tutors for second marking as well. 

 ALL written submissions MUST be processed through “turnitin”; portfolio’s can be edited in 
order that it is ONLY the written elements that are put through “turnitin” and appendices are 
submitted with the paper copy. There is no requirement to mark electronically, however it is 
imperative that similarity software is used to identify potential plagiarism issues – I would 
suggest that this needs to be in place for September 2015. 

 It is good practice that tutoring is “held” by the course leader – this enables a fluid and central 
support system for students; in doing-so this also enables improvements to be acted upon 
quickly as is the course leaders remit. 

 This is not a teacher training qualification, nor is it an early years practitioners qualification.  
Comments were posited during the interim meeting that we risk “dumbing down” this 
qualification by removing the huge practice expectations that are currently in place, however 
I can find no evidence that the current framework for practice requirements used by COBC 
has previously been agreed by Plymouth. I can only draw from this that the practice 
requirements have been an ongoing inherited framework that was notionally agreed in the 
past. Furthermore I feel very strongly that the punitive element of these practice 
requirements [where they have been difficult to achieve] must cease.  
 
The Programme Quality Handbook (2014-15:9) refers only to “Consistent contact with the 
work place through experience in placements (children centres, nurseries and schools)”, 
and lists no notional practice hours. Furthermore the QAA only require foundation degrees 
to “undertake further training, develop existing skills and acquire new competences that will 
enable them to assume significant responsibility within organisations. And holders will have: 
the qualities and transferable skills necessary for employment requiring the exercise of 
personal responsibility and decision-making.” QAA (2014:23). 

 
 I recommend that the current practice requirements need to be significantly reviewed 
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in order to ensure that COBC are delivering the FdA that has was agreed with 
Plymouth initially – not to do so would be unfairly disadvantaging the students 
accessing this qualification. 

 I recommend that the prescriptive hourly tariff be removed.  
 I recommend that any punitive elements should be removed from any practice 

requirements. 
 

 It was identified that students in the second year had 4 submissions due in on the same date 
– the team need to work together at the beginning of the academic year to work out a 
suitable spread of assessment dates. Although there are some circumstances whereby this 
is unavoidable, it is best practice to ensure that there is at least a week between 
submissions. 

 A more robust system needs to be in place whereby internal standardisation and moderation 
activities are undertaken in order to ensure that all tutors have the same expectations of 
students. 

 See previous comments about marking. 
 

2.14 If the programme involves professional accreditation, please comment specifically on 
whether in your judgement appropriate professional competencies were achieved within the 
modules you examined. 

 
n/a  
 
NOTE: (the comments made about the WBL element of this FdA – this programme DOES 
NOT involve professional accreditation and therefore the onerous WBL hours need to be 
adjusted). 
 
 

2.15 If you are an External Examiner for a Foundation Degree, please comment on the 
assessment of Work Based Learning (WBL) and student achievement of learning outcomes 
derived from WBL. 
 

 
I feel that the work based element of the FdA has been significantly over-emphasised and it would 
appear that historically this element of the programme has become onerous and difficult to 
complete for some students. I do not question the value of a placement, in fact it is essential in 
order to ensure that this Foundation degree meets the requirements of assessment – however the 
arbitrary figure of 100 hours per semester that appears to have been attached to the placement  
seems NOT to be based on any Plymouth University requirement, in fact it appears that this has 
been applied to meet a historical agenda. It could be argued that in doing so COBC has added a 
further layer of assessment into this FdA which has not been accredited by Plymouth. 
 
I recognise for weaker students that a framework is still necessary in order for them to complete the 
requisite hours needed to complete the assessments, however would argue that a reduced figure 
could be negotiated (it is recommended that a minimum of 50 hours per semester is required in 
order to ensure you have sufficient time to gain experience and evidence to support your academic 
work) or a weekly amount (you are expected to complete a minimum of 1 day a week in a setting in 
order to ensure you have sufficient time to gain experience and evidence to support your academic 
work).  
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Additionally it was clear from the students that the first "block placement" in settings, at the 
beginning were of little value - so perhaps this too could be reduced to one "block placement" at the 
end of each placement.  
 
Furthermore the students are visited in each setting by a member of staff; this is NOT a Plymouth 
requirement as there is no assessed practice element of this FdA? Could this be reduced to one 
visit a year – or in fact does this even need to occur? This should not be an onerous practice, rather 
a supportive one – further discussions could/should take place in tutorials?  
 
Safeguarding note: 
A L3 “license to practice” is not an entry requirement to this course, and this course DOES NOT 
give “license to practice” either – therefore these students are “unqualified” within the setting. 
Students should not be left unsupervised, and, regardless of a L3 “license to practice” that some 
students may have, as volunteers these students should never be left unsupervised – and they 
should NOT be undertaking any intimate care within a setting.  
 
There is a risk that we confuse an academic qualification with “license to practice” at L3. The 
completion of a Level 4 academic qualification does not automatically supersede a L3 vocational 
qualification – far from it. The sector recognise a L3 “license to practice”, or a Level 6 qualification – 
there is no recognition of anything else. Henceforth with no license to practice at L3 they are not 
“qualified” until they have gained a fully recognised L6 qualification. 
 
 

2.16  Completing externals only 
 

 
n/a 
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Part 3   Operation of the Subject Assessment Panel  

3.1  Date of Subject Panel meeting/s: 
 

3.2  Please answer yes or not to the following questions with an X in 
the appropriate box.  If the answer is no, please elaborate on your 
concerns below. 

YES NO 

(i) Was the meeting conducted to your satisfaction?  
 

Yes  

(ii) Were you satisfied with the panel’s recommendations?   Yes  

(iii) Were you satisfied that the administrative/organisational 
arrangements enabled you and the panel to carry out your duties 
effectively? 

Yes  

 
The SAP recognised: 
ECS102 - 10 achieved 3 either DNS or failed the unit 
ECS103 - 7 achieved 5 either DNS or failed the unit 
ECS 104 - 9 achieved 2 either DNS or failed the unit 
ECS105 - 9 achieved 2 either DNS or failed the unit 
ECS106 - 8 achieved 4 either DNS or failed the unit 
 
ECS202 - 13 achieved 
ECS203 - 13 achieved 
ECS204 - 13 achieved 
ECS205 - 13 achieved 
ECS206 – 12 achieved 1 DNS or failed the unit 
COBC2107 – 12 achieved 
 
Discussion centred around effective recruitment and also the onerous workloads 
presented to these students perhaps influencing the amount of students not achieving in th 
first year of this programme. 
 
EE raised points listed within this report. 
 
 
 

 

 
Part 4   Mid-Year Visit/Feedback from students2 

                                            
2
 The University encourages external examiners to make mid-year visits to facilitate broader 

discussion with staff and students and allow for interim reviews of work.  If a mid-year visit is not 
possible, faculties are asked to facilitate alternative opportunities for externals to engage with 
students to obtain feedback on their experience of assessment eg by video conference/skype. 
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4.1  Please answer yes or not to the following questions with an X in 
the appropriate box.   

YES NO 

(i)  Were you invited to undertake a mid-year visit? 
 

Yes  

(ii) If yes, were you able to undertake this visit? 
 

Yes  

4.2  If applicable, please summarise any feedback you have received from students about 
their experiences of assessment you have not already covered in your responses to Part 2 
above (indicating how you received this feedback e.g. during a mid-year visit or other 
opportunity that you have had to engage with students). 
 
See comments above. 
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Section C - Summary Questions 

 

'In the view of the examiner, the threshold standards set for the modules examined 
are appropriate for modules at this level, in this subject, with reference to the 
Framework for Higher Education Qualifications and the relevant Subject Benchmark 
Statement/s.' 

Is the above statement correct? 

 

Yes – the threshold standards are appropriate however I think that they are 
being misinterpreted – see above. 

 

 If you have stated ‘no’, or if you wish to give additional information not already 
provided earlier in your report, please do so below. 

 
See comments in Section B 

 
  

 

'In the view of the examiner, the threshold standards of student performance for the 
modules examined are broadly comparable with similar subjects at the equivalent 
level in other UK institutions with which he/she is familiar.' 

Is the above statement correct? 

 

No 
 

 If you have stated ‘no’, or if you wish to give additional information not already 
provided earlier in your report, please do so below. 

 
These students are over assessed and therefore they are being unfairly 
disadvantaged – pay particular attention to Section B (2). 

 
  

 

'In the view of the examiner, the processes for assessment for the modules 
examined are sound and fairly conducted.' 

Is the above statement correct? 

 

No 
 

 If you have stated ‘no’, or if you wish to give additional information not already 
provided earlier in your report, please do so below. 

See above Section B (2) 
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If you act as Subject External Examiner for modules/programmes run across more 
than one of the University’s partner institutions or sites, please answer the following 
additional question: 

'In the view of the examiner, the threshold standards of student performance are 
broadly comparable across partners/sites.' 

Is the above statement correct? 

 
n/a 

 

 If you have stated ‘no’, or if you wish to give additional information not already 
provided earlier in your report, please do so below. 

 
 

 
  

 
(*delete as appropriate) 
 
 
Thank you for completing your report.   
Please email your report to:  extexap@plymouth.ac.uk 
 

mailto:extexap@plymouth.ac.uk
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Section D – Response to External Examiner’s Report  
 A formal written response must be sent to the External Examiner using the form 

below by 28 September for undergraduate reports (or within 4 weeks of receipt, if 
the report is not received by this deadline) or within 4 weeks of receipt for 
postgraduate reports.  
 

 The response must be approved by the Partner HE Co-ordinator or equivalent 
before being sent to the External Examiner. 

 

 A copy of the response must be sent to the Academic Partnerships Administrator 
by the same deadline.  

 
Date External Examiner’s report received:  8th July 2015 
 
This report, including the response below, will be posted on the University 
website - please do not identify any individual students or members of staff. 
  

Issues and good practice 
(brief summary of the main 
issues and commendations 
raised in the report)  

Response ( refer to planned or completed actions, as 
reported in school/programme/module Action Plan)  

2.11 and 2.12  ‘Feedback is 
a highlight of this course 
and should be commended’’ 
(written and verbal, first and 
second markers) 

COBC is proud of the level and quality of feedback and 
support we give to students.  Current practices in relation 
to the regularity and quality of student feedback and 
support will continue.   

2.3  and 2.6  over 
assessment (including 
module word counts and 
schedule of assessment) 
 
2.13  ‘A more robust system 
needs to be in place 
whereby internal 
standardisation and 
moderation activities are 
undertaken in order to 
ensure that all tutors have 
the same expectations of 
students.’ 

All year one and two module guides (including assignment 
briefs and assessment requirements) to be reviewed and 
amended by September 2015 in line with EE 
recommendations (i.e. Year 1 (L4) 20 CREDIT UNIT – 
3000 words; Year 2 (L5) 20 CREDIT UNIT – 4000 words 
and where possible, ensure at least one week between 
assignment submission dates), with reference to Plymouth 
University practice and QAA requirements.  
 
CoBC does have a robust system.  Actions required relate 
to making the system more visible and accessible to 
external sources: actions for 2015/16 in place following 
team meeting on 21/07/2015 include, 
 

 Standardisation workshop planned for 10/11/2015 
before first assignments are submitted 

 IV allocation of assignment briefs and module 
guides, including recording process,  finalised 

 First and second marker allocations finalised 

 Assignment submission schedule finalised in line 
with EE recommendations 

 All module assessment tasks and assignment briefs 
are in the process of being reviewed and revised in 
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line with EE comments and recommendations 
 
Also see following section responses. 
 

2.9  inconsistent and unfair 
marking (includes, 
expectations too high; 
criteria not consistently 
applied; allocation of 
module teaching / first 
marker arrangements; 
second marking 
arrangements; internal 
quality assurance; under-
utilisation of Turnitin) 
 
‘Marking needs to be 
consistent’ 
 

Regular and timetabled team meetings (10/11/2015; 
26/01/2016; 19/04/2016 will include moderation and 
standardisation activity).  
 
Full team (including Head of School) to begin to address at 
review and planning meeting on 14th and 21st July 2015 - 
alignment of assessment requirements, criteria, 
assignment briefs and marking arrangements (discussed 
and planned module delivery, second marking 
arrangements / allocation; IQA process (assignment briefs 
and assessment process); increased use of Turnitin to 
cover all assignment submissions)  
 
Team reviewed existing grading criteria (linked to Plymouth 
and QAA) and agreed to introduce differentiated criteria for 
L4 and L5 assessment (adopting mode specific grading 
criteria used by CoBC’s Early Years Foundation Degree 
alongside Level Descriptors used by PU for the marking of 
BA in ECS).  Will review in subsequent Standardisation 
and Team Meetings. 
 

2.13, 2.14, 2.15 Comments 
can be summarised as, 
‘The work based element of 
the FdA has been 
significantly over-
emphasised… has become 
too onerous… It could be 
argued… COBC has added 
a further layer of 
assessment into this FdA 
that has not been 
accredited by Plymouth’ 
 
‘This is not a teacher 
training qualification, nor is 
it an early years 
practitioners qualification.’ 

In line with the recommendations made by the EE in this 
report (including student feedback), from the start of the 
2015/16 academic year every first year student will be 
required to complete a placement in a CoBC approved 
setting for a minimum of 50 hours each semester (this 
includes a specified placement day each week for one 
block week per placement during a college specified period 
(timetabled) - to align with academic schedules and 
teaching - towards the end of each anticipated placement 
period).  Second year students will undertake one 100 hour 
placement with 2 block weeks which will align with the 
Research Project Module requirements and assessment 
schedule.  College support and visiting arrangements and 
requirements will also be reviewed, revised and specified 
before the start of the next academic year. 
 
This links to the review of assessment requirements and 
assignment briefs for other modules. 

2.13  ’It is good practice that 
tutoring is “held” by the 
course leader.’ 

Wider timetabling and scheduling issues for CoBC meant 
the current PL was not able to undertake tutorials for ECS 
FdA students during the 2014/15 academic year.  This has 
been resolved for the 2015/16 academic year and the PL 
will undertake all tutorials for year one and year two 
students.  
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2.13  ‘65% of all elements 
of this programme are 
taught by one tutor? 
Furthermore this tutor also 
has 95% second marking 
responsibility. It is good 
practice that each module 
within a semester be 
taught by a different tutor 
in order to ensure a 
spread of knowledge and 
experience; where there 
is a skills shortage it is 
recognised that this may 
not always be possible – 
however you are aiming 
for “best practice”. There 
should be a fair and 
equitable spread of tutors 
for second marking as 
well.’ 

Allocation of teaching hours in 2014/15 largely influenced 
by factors external to the programme.  2015/16 allocations 
reflect a direct response by CoBC to EE comments and 
recommendations. 
 
Percentage of total number of Modules delivered and 
marked by Lecturer (L) in 2014/15: 
L1 – 58.5% 
L2 – 25.5% 
L3 – 8.5% 
L4 – 8.5% 
 
Percentage of total number of Modules timetabled to 
be delivered and marked by Lecturer (L) in 2015/16: 
L1 – 33.5% 
L2 – 33.5% 
L3 – 16.5% 
L4 – 16.5% 
 
Percentage of total number of Modules second marked 
by Lecturer (L) in 2014/15: 
L1 – 40% 
L2 – 25% 
L3 – 25% 
L4 – 10% 
 
Percentage of total number of Modules scheduled to 
be second marked by Lecturer (L) in 2015/16: 
L1 – 50% 
L2 – 33.5% 
L3 – 16.5% 
 

  

Section B, Page 7 
‘Compensatory marking 
needs to be explored and 
checked in order to 
ensure what constitutes a 
fail mark.’ 
 

This point needs clarifying in relation to meaning and 
recommended actions.  

 In addition to the above, progress with and adherence to 
new arrangements will be monitored (including moderation 
and standardisation) via a variety of complementary 
methods, effectively forming a quality assurance 
framework. This includes, 

 Regular review meetings between the PL and Head of 
School (including scheduled monthly School PL 
Meetings) 

 Ongoing support, advice and scrutiny of the 
programme’s quality processes and issues from 
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CoBC’s HE Quality Manager  

 Regular contact between PL and EE (including EE 
responsibilities and tasks) Not a feature of 2014/15 
and with ALP and FPM 

 PCM’s (14th October 2015 and 9th March 2016) 

 Regular and scheduled reviews with students and 
providers of the quality and suitability of the placement 
experience  

 Actions (as indicated in the above responses to the EE 
recommendations) to be incorporated into the 
programme action plan and reviewed by the 
Programme Committee 

 PU periodic review undertaken during 2014/15 
requires re-validation of programme to be in place by 
the start of the 2017/18 academic year… all future 
developments will be informed by this requirement. 

 

 
Response Author Name:  Ian Yates 
 
Date:  22/07/2015 
 
For completion by the Partner HE Co-ordinator or equivalent: 
 
If the External Examiner has raised an issue(s) that is more appropriately 
responded to by Partner management (for example, relating to staffing 
resources) please complete the following table: 
 

Management issue(s) raised Response 

  

  

 
 

This response is approved by the Partner HE Co-ordinator: 
 
Signed (HE Co-ordinator): 
 
Date: 
 

 
 
 
 


